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Preface

About This Guide
This guide provides instructions for upgrading RSA Via L&G software in the following scenarios:

l RSA appliance running RSA Via L&G V5.x or later

l Non-RSA appliance or server running RSA Via L&G V5.x or later, also known as a soft
appliance.

l Application server (WebLogic or WebSphere) running RSA Via L&G V5.x or later

This guide assumes that the reader is knowledgeable about RSA Via L&G and is authorized and
qualified to install and maintain RSA hardware and software.

If your installation is not covered by one of these scenarios, the following table lists other possible
upgrade scenarios and the appropriate action that you must take to perform the upgrade:

Scenario Action

System running
RSA Via L&G V4.x

Update the operating system on the appliance. For more information,
see the topic "Operating System Overview" in the Maintenance
chapter of the Installation Guide.

Back up your existing system and perform a new installation as
described in the Installation Guide. Follow the procedures for installing
a soft appliance.

Access Fulfillment
Express (AFX)

If you are currently running AFX V2.0.x or V2.5.x, upgrade RSA Via
L&G as described in this Upgrade and Migration Guide and then
upgrade AFX as described in the Help.

If you are currently running AFX v 2.8.1 (also known as
V6.8.1) or V6.9, AFX is upgraded automatically after upgrading to
RSA Via L&G V7.0 and restarting RSA Via L&G. If the automatic
upgrade fails, you can update AFX using the instructions in "Updating
an AFX Server Installation" in the Help.

Documentation Set
The RSA Via L&G documentation set consists of the following materials:

Document Description

Release Notes Describes what's new in the release, lists fixed issues, and lists
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Document Description

known issues and workarounds. (PDF format)

Installation Guide Provides information and instructions to install the product. (PDF
format)

Upgrade and Migration Guide Provides information and instructions for upgrading your product
version and migration data. (PDF format)

Database Setup and
Management Guide

Provides information and instructions on how to set up and
manage a remote Oracle database for RSA Via L&G. (PDF
format; also included in the online documentation.)

Online documentation (Help) Contains all of the information needed to configure and use the
product. (HTML5 format).

Note: The online documentation HTML5 file set is also available as a zip file on
SCOL. Download and unzip the file to your computer and click Launch_
Help.htm to open the standalone version of Help.

Public Database Schema
Reference

Provides information about the public view of the database
schema. (PDF format; also included in the online
documentation.)

You can access the documentation set from RSA SecurCare Online (SCOL) at
https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com.

Text Conventions
This guide uses the following text conventions:

Element Convention Used Example

Variables

(The user supplies a
value for the variable.)

Courier and Italic

in angle brackets (<>)
Enter the following:

Display= <workstation name>

:0.0 export display

On-screen text Courier The following line displays:

path=”/audit”

User-typed text Courier Enter the following path name:

/etc/init.d/

Cross-references Hypertext-blue See Documentation Set.

References to
documents (title and

Italic Installation Guide
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Element Convention Used Example

number)

Support and Service

RSA Via L&G Customer Sup-
port Knowledgebase

https://rsaportal.force.com/customer/_ui/-
knowledge/ui/KnowledgeHome

RSA Via L&G Community https://community.emc.com/community/connect/rsaxchange/rsa-
img

RSA Customer Support inform-
ation

www.emc.com/support/rsa/index.htm

RSA Customer Support email
address

support@rsa.com

RSA SecurCare Online (SCOL) https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com/

RSA SecurCare Online provides unlimited access to a wealth
of resources on the Web, 24 hours a day. The secure system
provides members access to a support knowledgebase, to down-
load current platform patches and bug fixes, to sign up for noti-
fications, to manage your support cases and more.

RSA Via Lifecycle andGovernance Community
Use the RSA Via L&G Community to interact with your peers, other RSA Via L&G users,
implementation partners and RSA consultants. You can post comments, ask questions, or answer
questions that others have posted.

Whether you are a brand new customer of RSA Via L&G, or have been using the product for years,
we believe that you’ll find this private community to be valuable.

The RSA Via L&G Community is a private community and is only available to RSA Via L&G
clients, partners and internal RSA staff.

Link: https://community.emc.com/community/connect/rsaxchange/rsa-img

Rules for Using the RSA Via L&G Community

l You must be a registered community user to participate in the community.

l Do not share any confidential information on the community.

l Keep all posts and interactions positive and civil.
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Join the RSA Via L&G Community

Procedure

1. Register an account on the EMC Community Network (ECN): https://developer-
content.emc.com/login/register.asp

2. Complete the RSA Via L&G Access Request form. This is a one-time only event that allows
your account to access the RSA Via L&G Community. Please ensure you add in your partner or
client name, so we can confirm who you are. https://developer-content.emc.com/email/request-
rsa-img.htm

Once the Access Request form is submitted and received, the RSA Via L&G management team
processes your request. This can take up to a week; we appreciate your patience. Once confirmed,
you will receive a Welcome to the Community email from us with more instructions.

Download Software and Documentation
You can download software and documentation from the RSA SecureCare Online (SCOL) site.
Once you log on to SCOL and access the correct page, you are presented with a list of products that
you are licensed to download. If you do not see a license for RSA Via L&G in the list of available
products, contact RSA Customer Support.

Procedure

1. Log on to SecurCare Online using your SCOL account user name and password.

2. Select the "My Support" link at the top of the page or the "Version Upgrades" link on the RSA
Via Lifecycle and Governance product page.

3. Select the appropriate license link to access the available RSA Via Lifecycle and Governance
software downloads.
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Chapter 1: Pre-Installation Tasks for
Migrating Collectors
RSA Via L&G V7.0 includes changes that affect the collection of data. For example, Identity Data
Collectors (IDCs) no longer collect user group information. There are a number of pre-installation
tasks that you must perform to ensure that your currently configured collectors continue to run and
that the same data continues to be collected after you upgrade.

RSA provides the Report Migration Utility that enables you to generate reports that list issues with
your current configuration and data, and provide guidance on how to resolve those issues. You must
use the migration utility to assess the impact to your system and, if necessary, modify collectors and
data before you perform an upgrade.

RSA strongly recommends that you install and run these reports before performing an upgrade to
RSA Via L&G V7.0. If you do not run the reports and modify the data as instructed prior to
upgrading, some data may be rejected during migration and you will need to reconfigure some
collectors after upgrading.

Changes to Data Collections
The following list includes the changes made for RSA Via L&G V7.0 and the impact to your data:

l Identity Data Collectors no longer collect user groups.

l Duplicate objects are no longer allowed within an application namespace. Previously, duplicate
objects were not allowed within a collector, and as a result more than one collector was allowed
to collect the same entitlement for an application.

l Data Access Collectors are no longer able to collect duplicate Resources based on the Fully
Qualified Name between Primary collectors.

l Entitlement Data Collectors no longer collect role entitlements. Instead, Role Data Collectors
collect all role entitlements.

Migration Reports
Once you install the migration reports on your existing pre-7.0 system, they are accessible through
the standard reports screen (click Admin > System, and view the Diagnostics tab). There are
individual reports, which list particular types of issues and the objects affected by those issues. The
same information is available in a single HTML file that you can download as you would any other
Statistics Report.

The following table lists the individual reports that are available, the issues that they address, and an
overview of the steps that you must take to resolve the issue:

Chapter 1: Pre-Installation Tasks for Migrating Collectors 8
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Report Description

Active IDC Groups IDCs no longer collect user groups. You must reconfigure
any IDCs that collect user groups to not collect them.

Collectors Using Identity
Collectors for Group Resolution
Rules

Because IDCs no longer collect group data, you must
reconfigure any collector that uses an IDC to resolve group
references. Edit the collector using the IDC and remove the
IDC from the resolution list for groups. If you are
reconfiguring your ADCs to collect group data, replace the
IDC with the ADC that collects the group data.

Cyclic Application Roles Cyclic application roles occur when a role collects itself as
an entitlement member, or when the role is an entitlement in
a child role. These cyclic relationships are not supported in
V7.0.

To remove cyclic application roles:

1. Edit the collector source data to remove such cyclic relations.

2. Run the collections to remove the cyclic relationships.

3. Rerun the migration report to verify that the cyclic
application roles no longer exist.

Cyclic Global Roles Cyclic global roles occur when a role collects itself as a
member. RSA Via L&G V7.0 has stricter enforcement
regarding these cyclic relationships to ensure that data is
valid. These cyclic relationships are not supported in V7.0.

To remove cyclic global roles:

1. Edit the collector source data to remove such cyclic relations.

2. Run the collections to remove the cyclic relationships.

3. Rerun the migration report to verify that the cyclic roles no
longer exist.

Cyclic Group Memberships Cyclic group memberships occur when a group collects itself
as a member. These cyclic relationships are not supported in
V7.0.

To remove cyclic group memberships:

1. Edit the collector source data to remove such cyclic relations.

2. Run the collections to remove the cyclic relationships.

3. Rerun the migration report to verify that the cyclic groups no
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Report Description

exist.

Duplicate Objects Duplicate objects occur when multiple collectors collect the
same data for an application.

To remove duplicate objects:

1. Determine which data collector is incorrectly configured to
collect duplicate objects.

2. Edit the data collector so that the query that it is using
excludes the duplicate objects.

Note: It may be necessary to modify the source data to avoid collecting
duplicates.

3. Save the changes to the collector.

4. Run the collector.

5. Verify the duplicate objects have been removed from the
system by running the migration report again.

EDCs Associated to RDCs EDCs that are configured to process an RDC's entitlements.

EDCs Collecting Role Definitions In V7.0 EDCs no longer collect any data associated with
roles; role collectors collect all role definitions.

You must reconfigure all EDCs after upgrading to V7.0.

IDCs Configured to Collect
Groups

IDCs no longer collect group data. you must reconfigure any
IDC that collects group data to no longer collect groups.

Roles Having Group Members In previous versions, an RDC was associated with a single
IDC. Values collected by the RDC were mapped to an
attribute in the IDC, which restricted the collection of users
to a particular IDC. In RSA Via L&G V7.0, one or more
target IDCs can be configured for the RDC, allowing
resolution from multiple IDCs. Each target collector has a
user attribute specified for it, which resolves the collected
user.

Chapter 1: Pre-Installation Tasks for Migrating Collectors 10
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TheMigration Report Utility
The Migration Report Utility to help you determine which data and collectors need to be modified
before performing an upgrade. The tools you need to identify issues with your installation are
available in the Migration Report Utility file (MigrationReports.zip), which contains the following
files:

l generateMigrationReport.sh is a shell script that creates a full migration report similar to an
Statistics Report.

l insertMigrationReportDefinitions.sh is a shell script that creates tabular report definitions for
each report listed in the table in "Migration Reports."

l insertMigrationReportDefinitions.sql is an SQL script that used by the shell script for creating
the tabular report definitions for the individual reports.

l Pre_Migration_Pkg.pkb is a database package that is used by the full migration report.

Download and Configure theMigration Report Utility
The Migration Report Utility (MigrationReports.zip) is available for download from RSA
SecureCare Online. After downloading and extracting the compressed file, you must set the correct
permissions on the reporting scripts.

Procedure

1. Go to the SecurCare Online (SCOL) site http://knowledge.rsasecurity.com.

2. Download the MigrationReports.zip file.

3. Copy the zip file to the machine hosting the pre-7.0 RSA Via L&G database.

4. Log on to the database machine as root.

5. Extract the zip file to a temporary directory on the system. For example, on an RSA Appliance
extract to /tmp/aveksa.

6. Change the permissions on the script files to allow execution privileges. Enter

chmod 777 <filename>

where <filename> is the name of the script.

Install the Individual Reports
If you want to review individual reports for each type of issue that may affect your data, run the
insertMigrationReportDefinitions.sh script to create the tabular report definitions for the individual
migration reports.

Chapter 1: Pre-Installation Tasks for Migrating Collectors 11
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Procedure

1. Log on to the database machine as the oracle user.

Note: Make sure that the file for the script include execution privileges.

2. Change to the directory containing the extracted Migration Utility scripts. Enter

cd /tmp/aveksa/MigrationReports

3. At the command prompt, enter

insertMigrationReportDefinitions.sh

4. When prompted, enter the passwords for the AVUSER and the AVDWUSER.

5. When the script finishes creating the reports, the following message displays:

Created required reports with Category Migration

RunningMigration Reports
The process of running migration reports depends on whether you want to run the full migration
report or the individual migration reports.

Run the Full Migration Report
The full report includes all of the issues and instructions for resolving them.

Procedure

1. Log on to the database machine as the oracle user.

Note: Make sure that the file for the script includes execution privileges.

2. At the command prompt, enter

generateMigrationReport.sh

3. You can now view the full migration report through the RSA Via L&G console as you would any
other Statistics Report.

a. Log on to the RSA Via L&G application.

b. Click Admin > System > Diagnostic.

c. Under Statistics Report, in the row containing the report, do one of the following:

l To download the report, click View.

l To download a ZIP file of the report, click Download.

Chapter 1: Pre-Installation Tasks for Migrating Collectors 12
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Run an Individual Migration Report
The individual migration reports list issues in a given category, for example, IDCs configured to
collect user groups, and instructions for resolving the issue. For more information, see Migration
Reports.

Procedure

1. Log on to the RSA Via L&G application as a user with administrative privileges.

2. Click Reports > Tabular.

3. In the Grouping drop-down list, select Type.

4. In the table of reports, click Migration (10).

5. Click the name of the report that you want to run.

6. Click Run Report.

7. Save the report results. In the View Report screen do one of the following:

a. Export the results in a particular format:

l Click Export.

l Select the file type in which to save the report results.

l Click OK.The report is downloaded.

b. Save the results for viewing in the RSA Via L&G console:

l Click Save Results.

l Enter a Description for the report results.

l Click OK.

Chapter 1: Pre-Installation Tasks for Migrating Collectors 13
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Chapter 2: Review RSA Via L&G Upgrade
Prerequisites
To upgrade to RSA Via L&G V7.0, verify that your current installation meets the upgrade
prerequisites for your installation type:

l Verify Prerequisites for an RSA Appliance.

l Verify Prerequisites for a Soft Appliance.

l Verify_Prerequisites_for Weblogic.

l Verify Prerequisites for WebSphere.

Verify Prerequisites for an RSAAppliance

Procedure

1. Verify that the RSA appliance hardware is a supported model. Only appliances that you received
from RSA (previously known as Aveksa) qualify for an upgrade. The following table lists the
model numbers that qualify for an upgrade:

Environment Model Numbers

Development Dell R320

Production Dell R620
Dell R710
Dell R720

2. Verify that the appliance is running a supported version of RSA Via L&G. Only V5.x and later
are supported for upgrade. If the appliance is running V4.x, you must perform a new installation,
which you can do as long as the hardware meets all of the other requirements listed in this
section. For more information, see the Installation Guide.

3. Verify that the appliance is running a supported 64-bit operating system. The following table lists
the supported operating systems for the RSA hardware appliance, as well as any applicable
database restrictions on the platforms:

Operating System Patch Level Upgrade Supported?

SUSE Linux Enterprise
Server 11

SP3 64-bit Yes

Chapter 2: Review RSA Via L&G Upgrade Prerequisites 14
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Operating System Patch Level Upgrade Supported?

Red Hat Enterprise Linux
5

u8 64-bit

u11 64-bit

Yes

Yes

4. Verify that the database server is using Oracle 12.1.0.2 database software. If the version is not
Oracle 12.1.0.2., upgrading to RSA Via L&G V7.0 upgrades the database to Oracle 12.1.0.2.

5. Verify and document that a valid Network Time Protocol (NTP) server is configured for RSA
Via L&G. You may be prompted to provide the IP address if the installation process cannot find
the NTP server currently configured.

6. Verify that operating system /root volume has at least 16GB minimum free disk space. The
installation requires 16 GB to run.

Verify Prerequisites for a Soft Appliance

Procedure

1. Verify that your system meets the hardware requirements listed in the following table:

Component Requirement (Development
Environment)

Requirement (Production
Environment)

RAM 48 GB 48 GB

Processor Intel E5-2400 Quad Core Dual Intel E5-2400 Quad Core

Disk Space l 450 GB (RAID 1 or RAID 5)

l 16GB minimum required for /root
volume

l 1 TB + (RAID 1 or RAID 5)

l 16GB minimum required for /root
volume

Network Bond of NICs in active-backup bond mode

2. Verify that the system is running a supported version of RSA Via L&G. Only versions 5.x and
later are supported for upgrade. If the version is 4.x, you must perform a new installation, which
you can do as long as the system meets all of the other requirements listed in this section. For
more information, see the Installation Guide.

3. Verify that the system is running a supported 64-bit operating system. The following table lists
the supported operating systems for soft appliances, as well as any applicable database
restrictions on the platforms:
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Operating System Patch Level

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 SP3 64-bit

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 u10 64-bit or greater

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 u5 64-bit or greater

Note: RSA Via L&G using a local database does not support automatic storage management
(ASM).

If the server is not running a supported version of the operating system, you must patch the OS or
re-install the OS and perform a new installation of RSA Via L&G. For more information, see the
Installation Guide V7.0.

4. Verify that the database is using a supported version of Oracle.

l For installations using the RSA-supplied database software, upgrading to RSA Via L&G V7.0
upgrades the database to Oracle 12.1.0.2.

l For installations using a remote database, verify that the database is using Oracle 12.1.0.2. If
the version of the database is not supported, upgrade the database before upgrading RSA Via
L&G.

5. Verify that a valid Network Time Protocol (NTP) server is configured for RSA Via L&G. You
may be prompted to provide the IP address if the installation process cannot find the NTP server
currently configured.

Verify Prerequisites for WebSphere Installation
The WebSphere application server on which you plan to install RSA Via L&G must meet the
requirements listed in the following table:

Component Requirement

RSA Via L&G
version

V5.x or greater.

If you are running V4.x, you must perform a new installation, which you can
do as long as the system meets all of the other requirements listed in this
table. You must install the supported operating system and perform a new
installation. For more information, see the Installation Guide.

WebSphere version Either of the following:

l IBM WebSphere Application Server Edition 8.5.5 Fix Pack 2

l IBM WebSphere Application Server Network Deployment Edition 8.5.5 Fix
Pack 2
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Component Requirement

Note: The WebSphere installation must be running under a domain. In this guide, all examples
use the domain "aveksaDomain."

RAM Development environment: 16 GB

Production environment: 32 GB

Operating System Any operating system that supports the supported versions of WebSphere

Database An Oracle 12.1.0.2 instance configured to support RSA Via L&G. This
instance of Oracle is known as a "remote" database.

Java IBM JDK 1.7

Verify Prerequisites for WebLogic Installation
The WebLogic application server on which you plan to install RSA Via L&G must meet the
requirements listed in the following table:

Component Requirement

RAM Development environment: 16 GB

Production environment: 32 GB

Note: You must allocate at least 4GB of RAM to the RSA Via L&G server.

Operating
System

l SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 SP3 64-bit

l Linux Red Hat Enterprise Server 5 u3 or later 64- bit

l Solaris 10 SPARC architecture

WebLogic
version

12.1.3 or greater

Note: The WebLogic installation must be running under a domain. In this guide, all examples use
the domain "aveksaDomain."

Database An Oracle 12.1.0.2 instance configured to support RSA Via L&G. This
instance of Oracle is known as a "remote" database.

Disk Space 300 MB available for the RSA Via L&G installation

1 GB of space available in /tmp

5 GB available for collections

Java Oracle JDK 1.7
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Additional Prerequisites for WebLogic andWebSphere Application Servers

Procedure

1. (Optional) If you are upgrading from a release prior to V5.0 you must add the following new
JVM setting resources and uninstall the existing RSA Via L&G application before you install the
new version. See the Installation Guide for more information on configuring the JVM settings:

l bus member acmMessageTopic

l acmConnectionFactory

l jms topic acmMessageTopic.

2. (Optional) If you are upgrading from a release prior to V5.1 you must define the
ACMProviderUrl variable to configure the communication with RSA Via L&G. This is the
bootstrap port on WebSphere and the listening port on WebLogic. For more information on
configuring these ports, see the Installation Guide.

3. (Optional) If you are upgrading from a release prior to V6.5 you must change the following
object names in the JDBC data source. For more information, see "Create the JDBC Data
Sources" in the WebSphere Installation or WebLogic Installation chapter of the Installation
Guide.

l WPDS data source JNDI name

l WPDS2 data source JNDI names

l WPDS3 data source JNDI name

l wpServAutoActSpec name and JNDI name

4. (Optional) If you are upgrading from a release prior to V6.8, ensure that the application server
instance (or node) JVM heap size for the application server memory has a minimum of 4 GB and
the permanent generation heap has a minimum of 512MB. For more information, see the
Installation Guide.

5. (WebSphere application server only) If you are upgrading from a release prior to V6.5 you must
add the component-managed authentication setting in the JDBC data source for the following
objects. For more information, see "Create the JDBC Data Sources" in the WebSphere
Installation chapter of the Installation Guide.
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l WPDS data source JNDI name

l WPDS2 data source JNDI name

l WPDS3 data source JNDI name
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Chapter 3: Prepare to Upgrade the RSA Via L&G
Software
Procedure

1. Ensure that all RSA Via L&G tasks (for example, collections, rules, report, reviews) are stopped
on the appliance or server.

a. Log on to RSA Via L&G.

b. Access the Monitoring feature under the Admin tab.

c. Determine whether tasks are running.Wait until all tasks have completed before proceeding
with the upgrade.

2. Stop all RSA Via L&G services.

a. Log in to the installation machine as the ‘admin’ user.

b. Enter the following command:
sudo service aveksa_server stop

3. Export the database for the current installation. You can optionally choose to copy the backup to
an external drive for maximum safety. See Export the AVUSER Schema/Data for a Database
Backup.

4. Back up your current installation . See Back Up RSA Via L&G (Appliance Only).

Export the AVUSERSchema/Data for a Database Backup

Note: This section applies only to installations using an RSA-supplied Oracle database. For
information on exporting the AVUSER schema from a customer-supplied database (including
WebLogic or WebSphere installations), see the Database Setup and Management Guide.

Recommendations

l Backup the database only when there is little or no activity running in the database. You would
typically perform the back up during scheduled maintenance periods when RSA Via L&G can be
safely shut down.

l If you must run the back up without shutting down RSA Via L&G, ensure that any crucial
processes such as data collections, review generation, and others are not running before you begin
the back up.
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You should create a backup of your appliance database before proceeding with re-installing or
upgrading RSA Via L&G software. It is often useful to back up your database regularly or before
making major changes to your system. You perform the backup using the
/home/oracle/database/DBA/AVDB/scripts/AVDB_Export_AVUSER.sh script alias, avdbexport,
provided with the installation. It creates a .dmp file of the AVUSER schema.

The dump is essentially a snapshot of the database containing all of the application data and some
environment data about a particular system environment. In the case where you intend to import a
dump from one machine to another (which must be running the same RSA Via L&G version from
which the dump was created), you may be required to perform additional configuration on the target
machine.

Shut down the RSA Via L&G server before you export a database.

Important: The dumps are upwardly compatible between Oracle versions.

Before You Begin

Stop all RSA Via L&G services:

1. Log in to the installation machine as the admin user.

2. Enter the following command:
sudo service aveksa_server stop

Procedure

1. Log in to the machine as the ‘oracle’ user.

2. Enter the following command:

avdbexport -t Backup_Pre_Upgrade

In this example, the -t option, provides a tag name that is appended to the standard export file
name. The script creates an export file named Export_AVDB_avuser_Backup_Pre_
Upgrade.dmp file in the following directory:

/home/oracle/AveksaExportImportDir/

If instead you want to export the dump to a directory other than the default
AveksaExportImportDir directory, use the -o option along with the output directory where you
want to export the dump. For example:

avdbexport -o <dir>

Note: Ensure that the AVUSER and SYS database user passwords are correct when using the -o
option. Both users are involved in executing the command.

If you also want to compress the dump file, use the -g option. For example:

avdbexport -o <dir> -g
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3. (Optional) Copy the .dmp file to an external location (off the appliance).
You can check the results of the export process in the following log:

<Output_Directory>/Export_AVDB_avuser.log

Back up RSAVia L&G (ApplianceOnly)

Before You Begin

l Attach and mount an external drive to the system as required for upgrades on an RSA appliance.

l Stop all RSA Via L&G services:

1. Log in to the installation machine as the ‘admin’ user.

2. Enter the following command:
sudo service aveksa_server stop

Procedure

1. Restart the database.

l Shutdown the database. Enter:

sudo service aveksa_server stopdb

l Start the database. Enter:

sudo service aveksa_server startdb

2. Change to the following directory path:

cd /home/oracle/deploy

3. Enter the following command:

sudo ./acm_backup.sh

4. Enter ‘yes’ to proceed with the backup operation.
A backup of the RSA Via L&G software is created in a file named “Backup<product
version>.tar.” This file is located in the following directory path:

/home/oracle/AveksaExportImportDir

Important: Keep the Backup<version>.tar file containing your software along with your
corresponding database dump you also backed up in a safe place where they can be accessed for
restoration.
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Chapter 4: Upgrade RSA Via L&G Software
An upgrade is the process of installing a newer version of RSA Via L&G on your system. Upgrades
may involve additional system requirements or configuration to the system.

l Upgrade RSA Via L&G on an appliance or soft appliance

l Upgrade RSA Via L&G on WebSphere application server

l Upgrade RSA Via L&G on WebLogic application server

Upgrade RSAVia L&G on an Appliance or Soft Appliance

Procedure

1. Download the Installation File Packages.

2. Copy the Downloaded Installation File Packages to the Existing RSA Via L&G System.

3. Run the Installation Script.

Download the Installation Files
Download installation files from RSA SecurCare Online at https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com. To
download the necessary files, you must have a valid license for RSA Via L&G V7.0.

Procedure

1. Download the following installation packages:

l wildfly-8.2.0.Final.tar

l openjdk17_v001.tar.bz2

l aveksa-<version>.tar.bz2
where <version> is the product release version.

2. Download these files only if you are using the local, RSA-provided Oracle database:

l linuxamd64_12102_database_1of2.zip

l linuxamd64_12102_database_2of2.zip

l linuxamd64_12102_grid_1of2.zip

l linuxamd64_12102_grid_2of2.zip

l oracle_12.1.0.2_patches_v001.zip

l asmlib-008_x64.tar.bz2
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l cvupack_Linux_x86_64.zip

l redhat-release-6Server-1.noarch.rpm (Download only for a soft appliance running Red Hat
Enterprise Linux 6)

3. (Optional) Download these files for a remote database implementation:

l instantclient-basiclite-linux.x64-12.1.0.2.0.zip

l instantclient-sqlplus-linux.x64-12.1.0.2.0.zip

4. Download the appliance updater file for your installation:

l For an RSA appliance running SUSE Enterprise Linux Server 11 SP3 or a soft appliance with
a local database, download rsaimg_updater_7.0.0_sles11.tar.bz2.

l For an RSA appliance running Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5, download rsaimg_updater_7.0.0_
rhel5.tar.bz2.

Copy the Downloaded Installation File Packages to the RSA Via L&G System

Procedure

1. Log in to the system as an administrator with 'root' privileges.

2. Create a new staging directory for the packages:

mkdir -p /tmp/aveksa/packages

Note: If the /tmp/aveksa/packages directory already exists, delete any files within the directory
before copying the installation files.

3. Copy the downloaded installation files to the /tmp/aveksa/packages directory.

4. Verify that the compressed package files you downloaded were not corrupted during the file
transfer. Run the following commands in the /tmp/aveksa/packages directory:

l tar -jtvf on all downloaded .tar.bz2 files. For example:

tar -jtvf asmlib-008_x64.tar.bz2

l unzip -t on all downloaded .zip files. For example:

unzip -t linuxamd64_12102_database_1of2.zip

The commands list the packages and indicate whether or not any errors were detected.

5. Delete the following directory if it exists on the server:

/tmp/aveksa/staging

6. Expand the Aveksa package in a new staging directory:
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mkdir -p /tmp/aveksa/staging

cd /tmp/aveksa/staging

tar -jxvf /tmp/aveksa/packages/aveksa-<product version>.tar.bz2

Run the Installation Script

Procedure

1. Log in to the system as an administrator with 'root' privileges.

2. Run the installation/upgrade script. Enter,

cd /tmp/aveksa/staging

./install.sh

Note: If you have the Access Fulfillment Express module installed, enter install.sh -afx.

3. Accept the license agreement.

Note: A series of installation prompts and installation validation output particular to your
installation scenario appears.

4. Enter "yes" when prompted, "Do you wish to install this version of Aveksa Compliance Manager
(yes or no)?"

The installation begins. A summary of install information displays information about the location
of the installation and package files, and whether or not the Oracle database is a remote
database. The default values on an RSA Via L&G appliance are the following:

Location of installation files: /tmp/aveksa/staging/

Location of package files: /tmp/aveksa/packages

Use remote Oracle server: N

5. If the summary of install information is correct for your system, enter "yes" at the following
prompt:

Does this match your current install information (yes or no)?

If the summary of install information is incorrect, enter "no." The installation prompts you to
provide the correct information for each item.

6. If the kernel settings are not configured correctly, the installation offers to configure the correct
kernel settings for you. If you want to allow the installation to change the settings, answer yes at
the following prompt:

Do you want to run kernel settings change script now (yes or no)?
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If you want to run the script yourself, answer no. If you answer no, the installation ends. You
must then run the kernel settings change script (/tmp/modify_kernel_settings.sh), before running
the installation script again.

7. If you backed up the database before running the installation script, enter BACKUP-OFFSITE-
VERIFIED at the prompt to verfiy that you have a backup. If you did not back up the database,
stop the installation, perform a backup, and run the installation script again.

8. When the installation is finished, it displays the following message:

Installation Complete!

For information about the actions that the installer performed during the upgrade, review the
install log (/tmp/aveksa-install.log).

Note: If you chose not to migrate the database in step 7, when you start RSA Via L&G for the
first time after upgrading, the Initialization Status prompt displays, which indicates that the
database schema is out-of-date. At the prompt, enter the following password:
AuthorizeMigration. The startup process performs a migration of the database, which updates the
schema.

9. If you ran the installation script with the -afx option, the AFX server does not start until you
update certificates and restart RSA Via L&G.

a. Start RSA Via L&G.

b. Migrate the server certficates. For more information, see "Migrating Certificates to SHA-
256" in the Installation Guide.

c. Change the certificates of the AFX servers. For more information, see the Help topic
"Change an AFX Server SSL Certificate."

10. Delete the jboss folder from /home/oracle.

a. Log on to the installation machine as root user.

b. Change to /home/oracle.

c. Delete the jboss folder. Enter

rm -rf jboss

Apply the Latest Patch Updates to an Appliance
Patching the operating system and database components of an RSA Via L&G appliance is integral to
the security of the RSA Via L&G environment. To ensure that appliances maintain the most up-to-
date patches for these components, RSA provides the Appliance Updater, which bundles a certified
patch set for the operating system (SUSE or Red Hat) of an RSA-supplied appliance and the local
Oracle database. Downloading and running the latest appliance updater closes vulnerabilities and
bugs addressed by the patches.
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For more information, see "RSA Via L&G Appliance Updates" in the Installation Guide.

Upgrade RSAVia L&G onWebSphere Application Server
Deployment considerations in a clustered environment:

l In a clustered environment, the deployment process requires a single connection to the database
for setup and migration. Therefore, a single node only must be used during the process. Ensure
that only one server instance is running and connected to the database instance.

l Once the update on a node is complete, verify the RSA Via L&G application and start the other
nodes. For information on how to manage RSA Via L&G instance nodes in the cluster, see the
Help topic, "Manage Server Cluster Nodes."

Procedure

1. Download the following upgrade file from RSA SecurCare Online at
https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com.

ACM-WebSphere_<product version>.tar

2. Untar the file. This will create a directory named ACM-WebSphere-<version> that contains the
ear file for deployment. Enter

tar zvxf ACM-WebLogic <product version>.tar

3. Apply any customization changes to the ear files if required. See Modifying the Enterprise
Archive in the Installation Guide for more information.

4. Start the administrative console.

5. Initiate the upgrade: From the Applications menu, select Application Types -> WebSphere
Enterprise Applications

6. Select the checkbox beside the application and click the update button to upload the updated EAR
or WAR.

7. Select replace the entire application and select the path to the replacement ACM ear file to
upload and specify the context, ‘aveksa.’ Then proceed through the wizard (choose Fast Path).

8. Complete the installation of the EAR. This process may take several minutes to complete.

9. Save changes to the master configuration.

10. Start the RSA Via L&G application (on the single designated deployment node only in a
clustered environment). Validate the environment by logging into the application.
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11. If you see the Initialization Status prompt when you start RSA Via L&G, the database schema is
out-of-date. At the prompt, enter the following password: AuthorizeMigration. The startup
process migrates the database, which updates the schema.

12. Restart the RSA Via L&G application.

Note: If the installation fails for any reason, RSA recommends that you first uninstall RSA Via
L&G, restart your application server and reinstall RSA Via L&G.

Upgrade RSAVia L&G onWebLogic Application Server
Deployment considerations in a clustered environment:

l Because the deployment process requires a single connection to the database for setup and
migration in a clustered environment, a single node only must be used during the process. Ensure
that only one server instance is running and connected to the database instance.

l Once the update on a node is validated, all other nodes can be started. For information on how to
manage RSA Via L&G instance nodes in the cluster, see the Help topic, "Manage Server Cluster
Nodes."

Procedure

1. Download the upgrade from RSA SecurCare Online at https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com.
ACM-WebLogic_<product version>.tar

2. Untar the file. This creates a directory named ACM-WebLogic-<version> that contains the ear
file for deployment. Enter

tar zvxf ACM-WebLogic <product version>.tar

3. Apply any customization changes to the upgrade ear files if required. For more information, see
Modifying the Enterprise Archive in the Installation Guide V7.0.

4. From the Administrative Console, select Deployments -> aveksa -> Delete.

5. Select Deployments -> install.

6. Browse to aveksa.ear (For example: ACM-WebLogic_<version>/aveksa.ear. Path may be
different for a customized aveksa.ear.)

7. Choose Install this deployment as an application.

8. Set Name to aveksa.

9. Choose the recommended selection: Copy this application to every target for me under Source
accessibility.
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10. Under Additional configuration choose: No, I will review the configuration later.

Note: If the installation fails for any reason, RSA recommends that you first uninstall RSA Via
L&G, restart your application server and reinstall RSA Via L&G.

11. Start the application.

12. If you see the Initialization Status prompt when you start RSA Via L&G, the database schema is
out-of-date. At the prompt, enter the following password: AuthorizeMigration. The startup
process migrates the database, which updates the schema.

13. Restart the RSA Via L&G application.

Import the AVUSERSchema/Data for a Database Restoration/Load

Note: See the Database Setup and Management Guide for information on importing the AVUSER
schema to a remote database.

You can import an AVUSER schema/data backup to restore a database or load it on a new machine.
You perform the import procedure for the RSA Via L&G Oracle database using the
/home/oracle/database/DBA/AVDB/scripts/AVDB_Import_AVUSER.sh script alias, avdbimport,
provided with the installation. The script uses the Oracle impdp utility to import a dump and perform
additional processing steps after the dump is imported. Note that some data or configurations may be
specific to the environment from which the original dump was taken.

For example, server nodes may need to be updated; this is particularly true when moving clustered
environments. Or directory specific locations configured for collectors may need to change. After
you have imported the database, you must validate that the data is compatible with your database.
See Validate Compatibility of the Database Import for instructions.

Note: If you are using the AFX module and loading a database from a different installation, you
must update the certificates. For more information, see the Help topic Change an AFX Server
SSL Certificate.

The script will complete the following actions:

l Drop and recreate the database users.

l Assign the required grants on those users.

l Run the Oracle impdp command to import the dump file.

l Process entitlements.
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l Refresh database statistics.

l Update collection control information.

Important: The dumps are upwardly compatible between Oracle versions.

Procedure

1. Log in to the installation machine as the ‘admin’ user.

2. Stop services. Enter

sudo service aveksa_server stop

3. Restart the database. Enter

sudo service aveksa_server stopdb

sudo service aveksa_server startdb

4. As the 'oracle' user, enter

avdbimport <Options> <Dump_File_Name>

Command options:

l Use the -t option along with the tag name if the if the exported dump file was saved with a tag
name.

l Use the -i option along with the input directory name if the exported dump file was saved to an
output directory other than the default /home/oracle/AveksaExportImportDir/ directory.

Note: Ensure that the AVUSER and SYS database user passwords are correct when using the
-i option. Both users are involved in executing the command.

l Use the -g option to uncompress the dump file if the -g option was used to compress the
exported dump file.

5. Restart the database.

6. Start services. As the 'admin' user, enter

sudo service aveksa_server start

7. Check the results of the import process in the Import_AVDB_avuser.log. By default, the
log file is in the following location:

/home/oracle/AveksaExportImportDir/Import_AVDB_avuser.log

If you used the -i option to import the dump file, the log file is located in the input directory.
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This is the log for the Oracle impdp import utility command. You can check the progress of the
import using the tail -f command on the log file.

/home/oracle/database/DBA/AVDB/logs/

The directory contains the log files for the import script that list all completed tasks. A log file
name in this directory is based on the Oracle Service name and/or Schema Owner if defined,
Import_${ORACLE_SERVICE_NAME}_${SCHEMA_OWNER}_History.log for example:

Import_AVDB_avuser_History.log

About Potential Error Messages

This section describes error messages you may encounter during the database import. All can be
safely ignored:

l ORA-06564: object AVEKSA_DATA_DIRECTORY does not exist.

This directory is not in product releases greater than 6.5. Data dumps imported from older
versions will invoke this error because the directory is no longer created.

l ORA-39082: Object type TRIGGER:"AVUSER"."TRIG_AV_JOB_STATS_EMAIL_AI"

created with compilation warnings.

You may see this error message from an import of a database from a previous release because the
UTL_MAIL package is no longer installed in this release. This trigger is removed upon database
migration.

l ORA-31685: Object type MATERIALIZED_VIEW:"AVUSER"."MV_SYSTEMAPPSSUMMARY"

failed due to insufficient privileges.

You may see this error message following from a database import from a previous release
because this release no longer grants the ability to create materialized views. The view is
removed during database migration.

l ORA-39082: Object type PACKAGE_BODY:"AVUSER"."AV_JOBSTATS_PKG" created

with compilation warnings.

You may see this error message from a database import from a previous release because this
release no longer grants the ability to see the dba_extents table. The stored procedure that
references this table is removed during database migration.

l ORA-39082: Object type PACKAGE_BODY:"AVUSER"."??????_PKG" created with

compilation warnings.

You may see error messages like this from an database import from a previous release because of
changes to the schema or security privileges during the import. All stored procedure packages are
updated during database migration.
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Validate Compatibility of the Database Import
After you import the database on your system, determine whether the database dump is compatible
for an RSA Via L&G database installation on an appliance. Determine whether these system
settings from the imported dump are set as follows:

l isAppliance = Yes

l isSoftAppliance = No

Procedure

1. Run the following SQL as avuser:

select * from T_SYSTEM_SETTINGS where PARAMETER like 'is%';

2. If the values above are not set to the correct values, run the following SQL to set them to the
correct values:

update T_SYSTEM_SETTINGS set VALUE='yes' where PARAMETER='isAppliance';

update T_SYSTEM_SETTINGS set VALUE='N' where

PARAMETER='isSoftAppliance';

Note: For information on validating the compatibility of a database import on a remote database,
see the Database Setup and Management Guide.

Verify the Upgrade

Note: Services are automatically restarted when you upgrade RSA Via L&G; therefore, you are not
required to start services manually.

Procedure

1. Verify the upgrade log files (/tmp/aveksa-install.log) to ensure there are no problems indicated by
a “Step failed” message.
The installation process involves installation of several components. This output may vary
depending on whether you are performing a new or upgrade installation. Problems in the
installation process should be logged as a “Step failed” indicating the problem step.

The following output from the Oracle installer is benign:

CRS-4000: Command Start failed, or completed with errors.

PRCR-1079 : Failed to start resource ora.asm

[WARNING] [INS-41812] OSDBA and OSASM are the same OS group.

ORA-01078: failure in processing system parameter
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Note: For more information on system-generated error messages, see the "Troubleshooting"
appendix in the Installation Guide.

2. Log on to RSA Via L&G and complete the following tasks:

o Verify various screens to ensure they are functioning properly.

o Run various tasks, such as collections, reviews, reports, and policies.

If the installation failed and you must uninstall RSA Via L&G, see "Uninstalling" in the Installation
Guide for instructions.
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